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CH- RISE OF NATIONALISM IN EUROPE
EXTRA QUESTIONS
Q)How did nationalism and the idea of the nation-state emerge?
Solution:
Socially and politically, a landed aristocracy was the dominant class on the continent. The members of this class were
united by a common way of life that cut across regional divisions. They owned estates in the countryside and also townhouses. They spoke French for purposes of diplomacy and in high society. Their families were often connected by ties of
marriage. This powerful aristocracy was, however, numerically a small group. The majority of the population was made up
of the peasantry. To the west, the bulk of the land was farmed by tenants and small owners, while in Eastern and Central
Europe the pattern of landholding was characterised by vast estates which were cultivated by serfs.
Q)What led to the spread of conservatism in Europe and what were its impacts?
Solution:
Following the defeat of Napoleon in 1815, European governments were driven by a spirit of conservatism. Conservatives
believed that established, traditional institutions of state and society – like the monarchy, the Church, social hierarchies,
property and the family – should be preserved. Most conservatives, however, did not propose a return to the society of
pre-revolutionary days. Rather, they realised, from the changes initiated by Napoleon, that modernisation could in fact
strengthen traditional institutions like the monarchy. It could make state power more effective and strong. A modern
army, an efficient bureaucracy, a dynamic economy, the abolition of feudalism and serfdom could strengthen the
autocratic monarchies of Europe.

Describe the French Revolution.
Solution:
The first clear expression of nationalism came with the French Revolution in 1789. France, as you would remember,
was a full-fledged territorial state in 1789 under the rule of an absolute monarch. The political and constitutional
changes that came in the wake of the French Revolution led to the transfer of sovereignty from the monarchy to a
body of French citizens. The revolution proclaimed that it was the people who would henceforth constitute the
nation and shape its destiny. From the very beginning, the French revolutionaries introduced various measures and
practices that could create a sense of collective identity amongst the French people. The ideas of la patrie (the
fatherland) and le citoyen (the citizen) emphasised the notion of a united community enjoying equal rights under a
constitution.
A new French flag, the tricolour, was chosen to replace the former royal standard. The Estates General was elected
by the body of active citizens and renamed the National Assembly. New hymns were composed, oaths taken and
martyrs commemorated, all in the name of the nation. A centralised administrative system was put in place and it
formulated uniform laws for all citizens within its territory. Internal customs duties and dues were abolished and a
uniform system of weights and measures was adopted. Regional dialects were discouraged and French, as it was
spoken and written in Paris, became the common language of the nation.
The revolutionaries further declared that it was the mission and the destiny of the French nation to liberate the
peoples of Europe from despotism, in other words to help other peoples of Europe to become nations. When the
news of the events in France reached the different cities of Europe, students and other members of educated
middle classes began setting up Jacobin clubs. Their activities and campaigns prepared the way for the French
armies which moved into Holland, Belgium, Switzerland and much of Italy in the 1790s. With the outbreak of the
revolutionary wars, the French armies began to carry the idea of nationalism abroad.

CH- NATIONALISM IN INDIA
Q)Explain the circumstances under which Gandhiji decided to call off the Civil Disobedience Movement in 1931. (2012 OD)
Answer:
Gandhiji decided to call off the Civil Disobedience movement in 1931 because:
• Political leaders like Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan were arrested. More than one lakh people were arrested.
• Government responded with brutal repression and peaceful satyagrahis were arrested. Women and children were beaten
up.
• It resulted in an uprising in Peshawar in 1930.
• Industrial workers in Sholapur attacked police post. In Chittagong, the revolutionaries captured the armoury and a pitched
battle was fought between the government troops and the revolutionaries.
Q)How had the First World War created a new economic situation in India? Explain with three examples. (2013 D)
Answer:
The First World War created a dramatically new economic situation in India:
(i) Manchester imports into India declined as the British mills were busy with war production to meet the needs of the army
paving the way for the Indian mills to supply for the huge home market.
•(ii) As the war prolonged, Indian factories were called upon to supply war needs. As a result new factories were set up, new
workers were employed and everyone was made to work longer hours.
•(iii) Cotton production collapsed and exports of cotton cloth from Britain fell dramatically after the war, as it was unable to
modernize and compete with US, Germany, Japan. Hence within colonies like India, local industrialists gradually consolidated
their position capturing the home market.

Q)How did cultural processes help in creating a sense of collective belongingness in India? Explain. (2011 D)
Answer:
Though nationalism spread through the experience of united struggle but a variety of cultural processes captured the
imagination of Indians and promoted a sense of collective belongingness:
(i) Use of figures or images. The identity of India came to be visually associated with the image of Bharat Mata. Devotion to
the mother figure came to be seen as an evidence of one’s nationalism.
(ii) Indian folklore. Nationalists started recording and using folklores and tales, which they believed, gave a true picture of
traditional culture that had been corrupted and damaged by outside forces. So preservation of these became a way to
discover one’s national identity’ and restore a sense of price in one’s past.
(iii) Use of icons and symbols in the form of flags. Carrying the tricolour flag and holding it aloft during marches became a
symbol of defiance and promoted a sense of collective belonging.
(iv) Reinterpretation of history. Indians began looking into the past to rediscover the glorious developments in ancient times
in the field of art, science, mathematics, religion and culture, etc. This glorious time was followed by a history of decline
when India got colonized, as Indian history was miserably written by the colonisers.
All these techniques were used to bring the Indian people together against the common enemy,
Q)Explain any five major problems posed by the First World War in India. (2015 OD)
Answer:
The outbreak of the First World War had created a new economic and political situation in India:
• The increased defence expenditure was financed by war loans and by raising tax rates, custom duties, etc. There was
tremendous price rise during the war years. Between 1913 and 1918, the prices had almost doubled. People, particularly
common people, were facing extreme hardships.
• Forced recruitment in the army caused widespread anger in the villages.
• The failure of crops in many parts of India had created food shortages, leading to the added misery of the people.
• In addition to this, there was the outbreak of the great influenza epidemic. Millions of people perished due to influenza

• Classification of Resources
• Resources can be classified in the following ways:

• (a) On the basis of origin – biotic and abiotic
• (b) On the basis of exhaustibility – renewable and non-renewable

CH- RESOURCES
AND
DEVELOPMENT

• (c) On the basis of ownership – individual, community, national and
international
• (d) On the basis of the status of development – potential, developed
stock and reserves
•

Q)Why is ‘Resource Planning’ necessary? Give reasons.
Answer:
Planning is necessary for proper and judicious utilisation of resources.
Reasons for resource planning:
• Resource availability is not the same in all parts of the country.
• Resources, especially non-renewable resources, need extra care as they Cannot be renewed.
• There is acute shortage or deficiency of some resources.
• Resource planning helps in proper utilisation of resources by reducing wastage. It takes care of future needs and may
sustain the environment.

Q)Distinguish between each of the following:
(a) Current fallow and other than current fallow land
(b) Waste-land and culturable waste-land
(c) Net sown area and gross cropped area.
Answer:
(a) Current fallow land. Land left without cultivation for one or less than one agricultural year.
Other than current fallow land. Land left uncultivated for the past one to five agricultural years.
(b) Waste land. It includes rocky, arid and desert areas which are lying waste at the moment. Culturable waste land. Arable
land which is left uncultivated for more than five agricultural years.
(c) Net Sown Area. It is the total area under cultivation.
Gross Cropped Area. Area sown more than once in an agricultural year plus net sown area.

CH- AGGRICULTURE
Q.Compare ‘intensive subsistence farming’ with that of ‘commercial farming’ practiced in India.
Answer:
Intensive Subsistence Farming

Commercial Farming

(i) In this type of farming, production is mainly for self
consumption.

(i) In this, crops are mainly grown for commercial purposes.

(ii) It is practised in areas of high population pressure
on land.

(ii) It is practiced on large pieces of land on scientific and
commercial lines.

(iii) It is labour intensive farming.

(iii) In this type of agriculture, machines and modem
technology are used.

(iv) In this, high doses of biochemical inputs and
irrigation are used for obtaining higher production.

(iv) There is higher use of modern agricultural inputs, for
example, High Yielding Variety (HYV) seeds, fertilisers,
irrigation, etc. are used to obtain higher yields and
production.

(v) Farmers take maximum output from the limited land (v) The degree of commercialization varies from one region to
by raising 2-3 crops in a year from the same land, i.e.,
another. Rice is a commercial crop in Punjab, while in Orissa it
multiple cropping is practised.
is subsistence crop. For example, Plantation agriculture.

What are the major differences between primitive subsistence farming and commercial farming?
(2013)
Answer:
Primitive Subsistence Farming

Commercial Farming

1. In this mainly cereals and other food crops are grown by 1. In this, crops are mainly grown for commercial
farmers to sustain themselves.
purposes.
2. It is generally done on small land holdings which are
economically not viable.

2. It is practiced on large pieces of land on scientific and
commercial lines.

3. Primitive tools and animals are used for carrying out
agricultural activities.

3. In this type of agriculture, machines and modern
technology are used.

4. In this, modern agricultural inputs, e.g., fertilisers and
irrigation are not widely used.

4. There is higher use of modern agricultural in-puts, e.g.,
HYV seeds, fertilisers, irrigation, etc. are used to obtain
higher yields and production.

5. Subsistence Agriculture is called Jhumming in Assam,
Mizoram; Kuruwa in Jharkhand.
E.g., Slash and Burn.

5. The degree of commercialization varies from one region
to another. Rice is a commercial crop in Punjab, while in
Orissa it is subsistence crop. E.g., Plantation agriculture.

Write six characteristics of plantation agriculture.
Answer:
Plantation agriculture is a type of commercial farming.
Characteristics of plantation agriculture:
• A single type of crop is grown on a large area.
• Plantation is carried out on large estates using lot of capital intensive units.
• Lot of migrant labourers work on these estates.
• The plantation has an interface of agriculture and industry. All the produce is used as raw material in the respective
industries.
• The production is mainly for the market, i.e., commercial agriculture.
• A well developed network of transport and communication connecting the plantation areas, processing industries and
markets plays an important role in the development of plantat
•Name three cropping seasons of India. Write their sowing and harvesting time and major crops of each season.
Answer:
Rabi, Kharif and Zaid are the three cropping seasons.
•I. Rabi crops (Winter crops):
These are sown in winter from October to December.
Harvested in summer from April to June.
Important crops are wheat, barley, mustard, peas, gram etc.
•II. Kharif crops (Crops of the rainy season):
These are sown with the onset of monsoon (June-July) and are harvested in September-October. Important crops are rice,
maize, millets, jowar, bajra, tur (arhar), moong, urad, cotton, jute, groundnut and soyabean.
•III. Zaid season: It is a short cropping season during summer months (mainly between March-April and June-July in different
parts of the country).
Important crops are watermelon, musk melon, cucumber and fodder crops, etc.

CH- MINERALS AND ENERYGY
• Write a brief note on conventional and non-conventional sources of energy.
Solution:
Conventional Sources of Energy:
Conventional source of energy have been used since the early times. Coal, Petroleum, natural gas, hydro-electricity,
thermal power are the source of energy. All conventional sources of energy except hydro-electricity are exhaustible. These
source cause environmental pollution. These source require huge capital.
Non-Conventional Sources of Energy:
Non- conventional source of energy have came into the use only recently. Wind energy, solar energy, tidal energy,
geothermal, biogas are example of these source of energy. Most of the non- conventional sources of energy are
inexhaustible. These sources do not cause environmental pollution. Small amount of money is sufficient to have these
sources.

• What is commercial and non-commercial energy
Solution:
Commercial Energy:
The sources of energy which are used by the people for commercial purposes. The use of commercial source of energy can
be used as an indicator of economic development of the country. Coal, petroleum, natural gas, hydro-electricity are the
major commercial sources of energy.
Non- Commercial Energy:
The sources of energy which are used by the people for home consumption. The use of non-commercial source of energy
can be used an indicator of living standard of the country. Fire wood, charcoal, cow-dung and agriculture waste are the
major non-commercial sources of energy.

Distinguish Between Commercial and Non-Commercial Energy
Solution:
Commercial Energy:
1. The sources of energy which are used by the people for commercial purposes.
2. The use of commercial source of energy can be used as an indicator of economic development of the country.
3. Coal, petroleum, natural gas, hydro-electricity are the major commercial sources of energy.
Non- Commercial Energy:
1. The sources of energy which are used by the people for home consumption.
2. The use of non-commercial source of energy can be used an indicator of living standard of the country.
3. Fire wood, charcoal, cow-dung and agriculture waste are the major non-commercial sources of energy.
Distinguish Between Metallic and Non-metallic minerals
Solution:
Metallic Minerals:
1. They can be melted to obtain new products.
2. They are usually hard and have shines or luster of their own.
3. They are ductile and malleable.
4. They are generally associated with igenous rocks.
5. When hit, they do not get broken.
6. Example: Copper, iron, aluminimum, tin, silver, gold, manganese, etc.
Non- Metallic Minerals:
1. They do not yield new products on melting.
2. They are not so hard and have no shine or luster of their own.
3. They are not ductile and malleable.

4. They are generally associated with sedimentary rocks.
5. When hit, they may get broken into pieces.
6. Example: Sulphur, coal, mica, petroleum, salt, clay, marble etc.
Q.Make a distinction between hydroelectricity and thermal electricity stating three points of distinction.

Hydroelectricity

Thermal electricity

(i) Hydroelectricity is generated by fast
flowing water which drives turbines to
generate electricity.

(i) Thermal electricity is generated by using
coal, petroleum and natural gas.

(ii) It is a renewable resource and is cheap.

(ii) The thermal power stations use
non-renewable fossil fuels.

(iii) India has a number of multipurpose
projects like the Bhakra Nangal, Damodar
Valley Cor-poration etc. producing
hydroelectric power.

(iii) There are over 310 thermal power plants
in India.

CH- MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
Q)“Manufacturing industry is considered the backbone of economic development of India.” Give reasons. (2015 OD, 2011 D)
Answer:
Importance of manufacturing industries for India:
• It helps in modernizing agriculture, which is the base of our economy.
• It reduces heavy dependence on agricultural income by providing jobs in non-agricultural sectors.
• Industrial development is necessary for eradication of poverty and unemployment because people get jobs and generate
more income.

• Export of manufactured goods expands trade and brings in much needed foreign exchange.
• Industries bring riches faster to a nation because manufacturing changes raw materials into finished goods of a higher
value, so industrial development brings prosperity to the country.
Q)What is manufacturing? To which sector of economy does it belong?
Manufacturing. Production of goods in large quantities after processing from raw materials to more valuable products is
called manufacturing.
Manufacturing belongs to secondary sector in which the primary materials are processed and converted into finished goods.
The economic strength of a country is measured by the development of manufacturing industries.
•

Q)Explain with examples how industries in India have given a major boost to agriculture. (2015 D, 2012 OD)
Answer:
Agriculture and industry in India are inseparable or interdependent on each other:
• Agro-industries in India have boosted agriculture by raising its productivity.
• Industries depend on agriculture for their raw materials, e.g. cotton textile industry.
• Industries provide many agricultural inputs like irrigation pumps, fertilisers, insecticides, PVC pipes, machines and tools
etc. to the farmers.
• Manufacturing industries have assisted agriculturists to increase their production and also made the production
processes very efficient.
• Development of different modes of transport by industrial sector has not only helped farmers to obtain agricultural
inputs but has also helped them trade their products.
Q)State any five basis on which industries are classified.
Answer:
• On the basis of source of raw materials used — Agro-based and mineral-based.
• According to their main role — Basic and Consumer industries.
• On the basis of capital investment—Small-scale and large-scale industries.
• On the basis of ownership — Public Sector, Private Sector, Cooperative Sector, Joint Sector.
• Based on the bulk and weight of raw material and finished goods—Heavy industries, Light industries.
Q)What are ‘agglomeration economies’ in the industrial context?
Answer:
Many industries tend to come together to make use of the advantages offered by the urban centres known as
‘agglomeration economies’. Gradually, a large industrial agglomeration or clustering takes place around an urban centre.

Q)Explain the types of industries on the basis of ownership and give one example of each.
Answer:
Four types of industries based on ownership are:
• Public Sector industries. They are owned and operated by government agencies, e.g. BHEL, SAIL, etc.
• Private Sector industries are owned and operated by an individual or a group of individuals, e.g. TISCO, Bajaj Auto Ltd.,
Dabur Industries.
• Joint Sector industries are jointly run by the Public (government) and Private Sector (individuals), e.g. Oil India Ltd.
• Cooperative Sector industries are owned and operated by the producers or suppliers of raw materials, workers, or both.
They pool in the resources and share the profits or losses proportionately, e.g. sugar industry in Maharashtra and coir
industry in Kerala.
Spinning Sector
Weaving Sector
Q)
Write two major differences
between the weaving and
spinning sectors of cotton
textile industry.
Answer:

1. Spinning is a centralised activity mainly
done in Maharashtra, Gujarat and Tamil
Nadu.

2. India has world class production in
spinning.

1. Weaving is a highly decentralised
activity. It provides scope for
incorporating traditional skills with
modernity. So weaving is done at various
levels, example, handlooms, powerlooms, etc.
2. Weaving supplies low quality of fabric
as it cannot use much of the high quality
yam.

CH- LIFELINES OF NATIONAL ECONOMY
Q)Where and why is rail transport the most convenient means of transportation?
Solution:
• Railways can transport larger number of goods and passengers over long distances at an economical cost. Hence, railways
are the most convenient means of transport in the vast northern plains of India.
• The flat terrain, dense population, rich agricultural resources and greater industrial activity have favoured the
development of railways in this region.

• The northern plains, therefore, have the densest railway network.
• Railways have accelerated the development of industry and agriculture in this region
by providing quick availability of raw materials and distributing the finished products to the markets.
• However, in spite of the fact that railways is the most convenient means of transportation in northern plains, a large
number of rivers requiring construction of bridges across their wide beds posed some obstacles.

Q)State any three merits of roadways.
Solution:
The growing importance of road transport is rooted in the following reasons:
• The construction cost of roadways is much lower than that of the railways.
• Its maintenance is also cheap and easy.

• Roads can be built in mountainous areas. The roads can traverse comparatively more dissected and undulating topography.

•Difference between international and local
trade is as given below :

International Trade

Local trade

(1) The exchange of commodities
between two or more countries is
termed as international trade.
(2) It may take place through sea, air
or land routes.
(3) Export and import are the
components of international trade.
(4) Advancement of international
trade of a country is an index to its
economic prosperity. It is, therefore,
considered the economic barometer
for a country.
(5) The international trade leads to
the earning of foreign exchange and
benefits for the traders and .exporters
in the country.

(1) Local trade is carried within
cities, towns or villages. Exchange
of items takes place in local markets
where items of local needs are
catered to.
(2) Local trade mainly takes place
through roads, railways, or inland
waterways.
(3) Sale and purchase are the
components of local trade.
(4) Advancement of local trade is a
sign of economic prosperity of the
local people.
(5) It does not earn foreign exchange
but helps in the fulfillment of the
needs of the people.

CH-POWER SHARING
Q) Bring out any two sharp contrasts between Belgium and Sri Lankan democracies.
Answer:
Sri Lanka and Belgium are both democratic countries yet have a very diverse social set-up. Both the countries have
adopted very different approaches when it comes to power sharing.
• Belgium produced an ideal example of democratic system. It adopted the policy of accommodation of social and ethnics
divisions. On the other hand, Sri Lanka also adopted democratic system but followed majoritarian policies.
•

Under the Belgium model of democracy, power was shared among two ethnic groups. Sri Lanka favoured the interests of
the majority Sinhala community.

• In Belgium, both the groups had equal share in working of government but in Sri Lanka the minority community was
isolated.

•

To maintain political stability and unity, equal representation was provided to both the groups. Apart from that,
community government of both the ethnic groups also existed at the local level. Sri Lanka, however, had no such
arrangement.

•

Belgium constitution was amended four times before arriving at a final draft to prevent civil strife. In Sri Lanka,
majoritarianism led to civil war for twenty long years.

Q)Highlight the measures adopted by the Belgium Constitution for the prevention of conflicts in Belgium.
Answer:
When the Belgian leaders recognized the existence of regional differences and cultural diversities, they amended their
constitution four times in order to accommodate these differences.
The following are the ways in which Belgium has accommodated the existing regional differences and cultural diversities.
• Equal number of ministers: The Government of Belgium has equal number of Dutch- and French-speaking ministers. This
has been done to give equal power to the majority and the minority language speaking groups.
• Setting up of Community Government: A third kind of government, named the community government, is introduced in
addition to the Central and the State Government. This government has the power regarding cultural, educational and
lingual issues. This government comprises members from all the three communities—Dutch-speaking, French-speaking
and German-speaking.
• Fair share of power: Many powers of the Central government have been given to the state governments of the two
regions of the country. The state governments are not subordinate to the Central government but are independent.
• Equal representation: In the State Government of Brussels—the capital city—both the French- and Dutch-speaking
communities have equal representation.
Q)Highlight the measures adopted by the Belgium Constitution for the prevention of conflicts in Belgium.
Answer:
When the Belgian leaders recognized the existence of regional differences and cultural diversities, they amended their
constitution four times in order to accommodate these differences.
The following are the ways in which Belgium has accommodated the existing regional differences and cultural diversities.
• Equal number of ministers: The Government of Belgium has equal number of Dutch- and French-speaking ministers. This
has been done to give equal power to the majority and the minority language speaking groups.

• Setting up of Community Government: A third kind of government, named the community government, is introduced
in addition to the Central and the State Government. This government has the power regarding cultural, educational
and lingual issues. This government comprises members from all the three communities—Dutch-speaking, Frenchspeaking and German-speaking.
• Fair share of power: Many powers of the Central government have been given to the state governments of the
two regions of the country. The state governments are not subordinate to the Central government but are independent.
• Equal representation: In the State Government of Brussels—the capital city—both the French- and Dutchspeaking communities have equal representation.
• Q) Setting up of Community Government: A third kind of government, named the community government, is introduced
in addition to the Central and the State Government. This government has the power regarding cultural, educational
and lingual issues. This government comprises members from all the three communities—Dutch-speaking, Frenchspeaking and German-speaking.
• Fair share of power: Many powers of the Central government have been given to the state governments of the
two regions of the country. The state governments are not subordinate to the Central government but are independent.
• Equal representation: In the State Government of Brussels—the capital city—both the French- and Dutchspeaking communities have equal representation.

CH- FEDERALISM
Q) Explain the vertical division of power by giving examples from India. (2013)
Answer:
When power is shared among governments at different levels, i.e., the Union or the Central Government, the State
Government and the Municipality and Panchayat at the lower level. This division of power involving higher and lower levels
of government is called the vertical division of power.
Vertical division of power in India:

• The Constitution declares India as a Union of States. Although the word ‘Federation’ is not used, the Indian Union is
based on the principles of federation. The Constitution originally provided for a two-tier system of government, the
Union Government or the Central Government representing Union of India and the State Governments.
• A third-tier of federation was added in the form of Panchayats and Municipalities. As in any federation, these different
tiers enjoy separate jurisdiction. The Constitution provides for a three-fold distribution of legislative powers between
the Union Government and State Government. It contains three lists:
• Union List (97 Subjects)
• State List (66 Subjects)

• Concurrent List (47 Subjects)

State two agreements through which federations have been formed. Give an example of each.
Answer:
(i) ‘Coming together’ federations—This agreement induces independent states coming together on their own to form a
bigger unit, so that by pooling sovereignty and retaining identity they can increase their security.
Examples are: USA, Switzerland and Australia. All the constituent states have equal power and are strong vis-a-vis the
federal government.
(ii) ‘Holding together’ federations — In this agreement, a large country decides to divide its power between the constituent
States and the national government. The Central Governments tend to be more powerful vis-a-vis the states. Often
different constituent units of the federation have unequal powers. Some units are granted special powers, for example,
India granted special powers to Jammu & Kashmir.
Other examples are Spain and Belgium.
Q)Why has federalism succeeded in India? Which are the policies adopted by India that have ensured it? Explain. (2013,
2012)
Answer:
Reasons for success of federalism in India are:
• Clearly laid out Constitutional Provisions providing a three-fold distribution of powers in the three lists—Union List,
State List and Concurrent List—between the Union Government and State Governments.
• The nature of democratic politics in our country which ensures that the spirit of federalism, respect for diversity and
desire for living together became a shared ideal.
• The creation of linguistic states. Boundaries of several old states of India were changed in order to create new states.
This was done to ensure that people who spoke the same language lived in the same state. Later some states were
created to recognise differences based on culture, ethnicity or geography.
For example: Nagaland, Uttrakhand, Jharkhand, Telangana, etc.

• Restricting Centre-State relations. The constitutional arrangements for sharing power work depending on how the
ruling parties and leaders follow these arrangements. For a long time, the same party ruled both at the Centre and in most
of states. Post-1990 saw the rise of regional parties. Since no single party got a clear majority in the Lok Sabha, the national
parties had to enter into an alliance which led to a new culture of power sharing and respect for autonomy of State
Governments.
Q)Explain any five features of federalism. (2015)
Answer:
Features of federalism:
• There are two or more levels of government.
• Different levels of government govern the same citizens, where each level has its own jurisdiction in specific matters of
legislation, taxation and administration.
• Existence and authority of each level of government is constitutionally governed.
• The fundamental provisions of the Constitution cannot be unilaterally changed. Such changes require the consent of both
the levels of government.
• Courts have the power to interpret the Constitution and powers of the different levels of government. The highest court
acts as the umpire if any dispute arises between different levels of governments.
Describe in brief the language policy of India?
Answer:
• Our Constitution did not give the status of national language to any one language.
• The formation of linguistic states united the country and made administration easier.
• The leaders of our country adopted a very cautious attitude in spreading the use of Hindi. Hindi was identified as official
language.
• The banning of use of English for official purposes in 1965 took a violent form in Tamil Nadu. The Central Government
responded by agreeing to continue the use of English along with Hindi for official purposes.
• Promotion of Hindi is an official policy of the Government of India but it does not impose Hindi on states where people

CH- POLITICAL PARTIES
Q)What is a multi-party system? Why has India adopted a multi-party system? Explain.
Multi-party system. In this system, the government is formed by various parties coming together in a coalition. When several
parties in a multi-party system join hands for the purpose of contesting elections and winning power, it is called an alliance or a
front.
For example, in India there were three major alliances in 2004 parliamentary elections—the National Democratic Alliance (NDA),
the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) and the Left Front. This system on one hand leads to political instability but at the same
time, allows for a variety of interests and opinions to enjoy political representation.
Each country develops a party system that is suitable for its special circumstances. India has evolved as a multi-party system
because its social and geographical diversity cannot be absorbed by two or three parties. Thus, such representation strengthens
democracy. Multi-party system facilitates representation of regional and geographical diversities. In India, several regional
parties are in power at the State level such as the DMK in Tamil Nadu, Akali Dal in Punjab the BSP in Uttar Pradesh.
Q)Analyse the three components of a political party. (2016 OD)
Answer:
The three components of a political party are as follows:
• The leaders. A political party consists of leaders, who contest elections and if they win the elections, they perform the
administrative jobs.

• The active members. They are the ones who work actively for the party. They are the assistants of the leaders and implement
the plans and ideologies of the political party.
• The followers. They are the ardent followers of the parties and their leaders and support them in the elections.

Q)Why do we need political parties? Explain.
To fill political offices and exercise political power, political parties are needed to perform a series of functions, which are the
following:
• Parties contest elections. Elections are fought mainly among candidates put up by political parties.
In India, top party leaders choose candidates for contesting elections.
• Parties put forward different policies and programmes. Political parties in a democracy group together similar opinions, to
provide a direction in which government policies can be formulated,
• Parties make laws for a country. Laws are debated and passed in the legislature.
• Parties that lose elections play the role of the opposition. Opposition parties voice their views by criticizing government
for its failure or wrong policies.
• Parties shape public opinion. They raise and highlight issues and resolve people’s problems. Many pressure groups are the
extensions of political parties.
• Parties provide people access to government machinery and welfare schemes. For an ordinary citizen it is easy to
approach a local party leader than a government officer.
Q)What are the various challenges faced by political parties?
Answer.
There are some challenges that political parties have to face:
• The lack of internal democracy – If there is a concentration of power in the hands of one or only a few ministers in the
party, it gives space to internal conflicts.
• The dynastic succession – This has been in the political parties from time immemorial. The leader of the party sets a
lineage and one after another, a dynastic succession keeps taking place, which affects the chances of other ministers in the
party to gauge an effective position in the party.
• Money and muscle power – The participation of smaller regional parties is lesser due to growing prominence of muscle
and money power. These powers can mostly be seen during the election period where parties’ rich candidates can gain

Q)How Many Parties Should We Have?
1.In a democracy, any group of citizens is free to form a political party. More than 750 parties are registered with the
Election Commission of India. But not all these parties are serious contenders in the elections. So the question, then is: how
many major or effective parties are good for democracy?
-In some countries, only one party is allowed to control and run the government. These are called one-party systems. This
system is not considered as a good option for democracy.
-In some countries, power usually changes between the two main parties. Such a party system is called a two-party system.
Eg: The United States of America and the United Kingdom.
-If several parties compete for power, and more than two parties have a reasonable chance of coming to power either on
their own strength or in alliance with others, it is called a multiparty system. Eg: India.
When several parties in a multi-party system join hands for the purpose of contesting elections and winning power, it is
called an alliance or a front.

CH- OUTCOMES OF DEMOCRACY
Q.How do democratic governments ensure transparency? Explain any three points. (2011 D)
Answer:
• Democracy ensures that decision-making will be based on norms and procedures. So a citizen, who wants to know if a
decision was taken through the correct procedures, can find out as democracy guarantees to the citizens the right and
the means to examine the process of decision-making.
• In a democracy people have the right to choose their rulers and people will have control over them. Whenever possible
and necessary, citizens should be able to participate in decision-making that affects them all. Thus it ensures
transparency by producing a government that is accountable to the citizens and is responsive to their needs and
expectations.
• It is right to expect democracy to produce a government that follows procedures and is accountable to people. To do so,
the democratic government develops mechanisms for citizens—regular, free and fair elections, open public debate on
major policies and legislations and citizens’ right to information about the government and its functioning.
Q) What is ‘transparency’ in a democracy? (2014 OD, 2015 OD)
Answer:
Democracy ensures that decision making will be based on norms and procedure. Every citizen has the right and means to
examine the process of decision making. This is known as transparency.

Q.How is democracy accountable and responsive to the needs and expectations of the citizens? Analyse. (2015 OD)
Answer:
A democracy is concerned with ensuring that people have the right to choose their rulers and have control over the
rulers:
• Whenever possible and necessary, citizens should be able to participate in decision-making in a democracy.
• Democracy ensures that decision-making is based on norms and procedures. A citizen has the right and the means
to examine the process of decision-making. Thus democracy entails transparency.
• For a democracy to produce an accountable, responsive and legitimate government, it must ensure the following:
• Regular, free and fair elections.
• Open public debate on major policies and legislations.
• Citizens’ right to be informed about government policies.
• A government free from corruption.
Q.Analyse any three values that make democracy better. (2017 D)
Answer:
We feel that democracy is a better form of government than any other form of government because:
• Democracy promotes equality among citizens.
• It enhances dignity of individual. It promotes dignity of women and strengthens the claims of the disadvantaged.
• It improves the quality of decision making. There is transparency in a democracy.
• It provides methods to resolve conflicts.
• Democracy allows room to correct mistakes.

Q. “Democracy stands much superior in promoting dignity and freedom of the citizens”. Justify the statement. (2016 OD)
Answer:
Examples to illustrate that dignity and freedom of citizens are best guaranteed in a democracy:
(i) Dignity of women. Democracy recognizes dignity of women as a necessary ingredient of society. The one way to ensure
that women related problems get adequate attention is to have more women as elected representatives. To achieve this,
it is legally binding to have a fair proportion of women in the elected bodies. Panchayati Raj in India has reserved onethird seats in local government bodies for women. In March 2010, the Women’s Reservation Bill was passed in the Rajya
Sabha ensuring 33% reservation for women in Parliament and State legislative bodies.
(ii) Democracy has strengthened the claims of disadvantaged and discriminated castes. When governments are formed,
political parties usually take care that representatives of different castes and tribes find a place in it. Some political parties
are known to favour some castes. Democracy provides for equal status and opportunities for all castes.
(iii) Democracy transforms people from the status of a subject into that of a citizen. A democracy is concerned with
ensuring that people will have the right to choose their rulers and people will have control over the rulers. Whenever
possible and necessary, citizens should be able to participate in decision-making that affects them all.
(iv) A citizen has the right and the means to examine the process of decision-making. There is transparency in a
democracy like India. In October 2005, the Right to Information (RTI) law was passed which ensures all its citizens the
right to get all the information about the functions of the government departments. In a democracy, people also have the
right to complain about its functioning.

CH- DEVELOPMENT
Q. What is Human Development Index? Which organization measures the HDI? Explain the three major indicators of the
HDI.
Answer:
Human Development Index is a tool developed by the United Nations to measure and rank countries based on the level of
social and economic development. The HDI makes it possible to track changes in development levels from time to time and
to compare development levels in different countries. The concept of HDI goes beyond income and growth to cover overall
development with the object of improving the conditions of people from all angles.
The organization that measures the HDI is the United Nations.
Three major indicators of the HDI are as follows.

• Health: Without proper health facilities, no matter how much a country earns, it will not be able to provide basic facilities
to its people.
•

Education: Over the past few decades, education has become an important factor in leading a quality life. So, if the
country has high income but the literacy rate is low, it cannot be considered developed.

• Security: More than income, people want to have a secured life. A country should be able to provides its citizens a sense
of security.

Q. Define average income.
Answer:
Average income measures the average income earned per person in a given area in a specified year. It is calculated by
dividing the area’s total income by its total population.

Q. What may be the development for one may be the destruction for the other.” Explain the statement with appropriate
examples.
Answer:
Yes, it is true that what may be called development for some may turn out to be destruction for the others.
For example, the Sardar Sarovar dam built over the Narmada river led to a major evacuation of the tribes near the Narmada
river and as a result the tribes lost their land and homes. This development of Sardar sarovar dam turned out to be a
destruction for the tribes.
Another example, On the border of Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh, in the Singrauli region, over 200,000 people have
been displaced on different occasions. First by the Rihand dam, then by a series of thermal power plants of the National
Thermal Power Corporation. Singrauli has illuminated the lives of many in the urban centres, but has seen its natives groping
in endless darkness, grappling to overcome the trauma of displacement. So the development in Singrauli led to destruction
of its people.
Multinational companies take away the land of the farmers for the construction of industries. It may be beneficial for
boosting production but at the same time it causes loss of cultivable land and livelihood of the farmers. Various movements
have been launched against the acquisition of land from the farmers.
Q.

CH- SECTORS OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY
Q. Classify the economic sectors on the basis of nature of activities. Mention the main feature of each. (2014)
Answer:
On the basis of nature of activities, economic sectors are classified into:
• Primary sector
• Secondary sector
• Tertiary sector
• Primary sector forms the base for all other products that we subsequently make. Since most of the natural products we get, are
from agriculture, dairy, fishing, forestry, this sector is also called sector for agriculture and related activities (stone quarrying,
animal husbandry, etc.).
• Secondary sector covers activities in which natural products are changed into other forms through ways of manufacturing. It can
take place in a factory, workshop or at home.
Examples:
(a) Spinning yam from cotton fibre from plants.
(b) Making sugar from sugarcane.
It is also called the Industrial sector.
• Tertiary sector. Activities in this sector do not produce any goods. This sector produces services that act as aid and support to
the Primary and Secondary sectors. Services like administration, police, army, transport, hospitals, educational institutions, post
and telegraph, courts, municipal corporation, insurance companies, storage, trade communication and banking are some of the
examples of activities of the Tertiary sector. This sector is also known as Service sector.

Q. Explain reasons for the rising importance of the tertiary sector in India. (2012)
Answer:
Tertiary sector or service sector plays a very significant role and its importance is rising day by day:
• Greater the development of primary sector and secondary sector more would be the demand for Services.
• Tertiary sector has become the largest producer in India because various kinds of Services such as hospitals, educational
institutions, post and telegraph services, police stations, courts, village administrative offices, transport, banks, insurance
companies, etc. are required.
• Even development of agriculture and industry leads to the development of services such as transport, trade and storage,
etc.
• With the rise in income, demand for more services is rising.
For example, eating out in restaurants, tourism, malls and shopping complexes, schools, professional training, etc.
• New services like Information Technology and outsourcing have become very important for modem day trade and
industry.
Unfortunately, the rapid growth of the service sector in India has not yet shown the expected corresponding increase in
employment.
Q. State any five features each of public sector and private sector. (2015)
Answer:
Public Sector:
• The government owns most of the assets.
• All the services are provided by the government.
• The main motive of the public sector is the welfare of the people (masses). Activities are guided by the interest of the
nation as a whole.
• Employees feel secured and there is discipline and regular work.

Private Sector:
• In the private sector, ownership of assets is in the hands of private individuals or companies.
• Services are provided or are in the hands of individuals.
• Activities in the private sector are guided by the motive to earn profits and not welfare of the people.
• Jobs of the employees are less secured and the whims of the owners are above all.
• Private sector charges high rates for the use of services provided by them.
• For example, Companies like Tata Iron and Steel Co. (TISCO), Reliance Industries, etc.
Q. Compare the employment conditions prevailing in the Organized and Unorganized sectors. (NCERT Question)
Answer:
Organized sector:
• In this sector, terms of employment are regular and people have assured work.
• They are registered by the government.
• Workers enjoy security of employment, they have to work for fixed hours, they are paid overtime and enjoy several other
benefits like paid leave, payment during holidays, Provident Fund, gratuity, pension, retirement benefits, medical benefits,
etc.
• Entities under Organized sector have to follow the rules and regulations which are given in various laws (Factories Act,
Minimum Wages Act, Payment of Gratuity Act, Shops and Establishment Act).
Unorganized sector:
• In this sector, employment is not secure and jobs are irregular.
• Here government rules are not followed as they are outside the control of the government.
• Usually, they offer low-paid jobs, no provision for overtime, paid leave, holiday leave or sick leave.
• Employees can be asked to leave without any reason. One can also see a large number of under-employed workers in this
sector.

CH- MONEY AND CREDIT
Q. What is the basic objective of ‘Self Help Groups’? How do they work? Describe any four advantages of ‘Self Help Groups’
for the poor. (2015 D, 2011 D)
Answer:
The basic objective of ‘Self Help Groups’ is to organize rural poor, particularly women belonging to one neighbourhood into
small Self Help Groups (15-20 members). These members save regularly and the amount varies from ₹25-100 or more
depending upon their ability to save.
The four advantages of ‘Self Help Groups’ are as follows:
• The members can take small loans from the group itself to meet their needs. The group charges interest on these loans
which is still less than what moneylenders charge.

• After a year or two, if the group is regular in savings, it becomes eligible for availing loan from the bank which is
sanctioned in the name of the group to create self employment opportunities. All important decisions regarding loan,
purpose, amount of interest, non-payment of loan are taken by the group members.
For instance, small loans are provided to the members for releasing mortgaged land, meeting working capital needs, for
acquiring assets like sewing machines, handlooms, cattle etc.
• Since non-repayment of loans is dealt with seriously by group members, therefore banks are willing to lend to the poor
women when organized in SHGs, even though they have no collateral as such. Thus, the SHGs help women to become
financially self reliant.
• The regular meetings of the group provide a platform to discuss and act on a variety of social issues such as health,
nutrition, domestic violence etc.

‘Credit has its own unique role for development’. Justify the statement with arguments. (2016 OD)
Answer:
Credit means loAnswer: It refers to an agreement in which the lender supplies the borrower with money, goods or
services in return for the promise of future repayment.
• Cheap and affordable credit is crucial for the country’s growth and economic development. Credit is in great demand
for various kinds of economic activities—big or small investments, to set up business, buying cars, houses, etc.
• In rural areas credit helps in the development of agriculture by providing funds to farmers to buy seeds, fertilizers,
expensive pesticides.
• Manufacturers need credit for buying raw material or to meet ongoing expenditure of production. Credit helps in the
purchase of plant, machinery, equipment, etc.
• Some people may need to borrow for illness, marriages etc.
Thus, cheap and affordable credit is crucial for the country’s growth and economic development.
Describe the vital and positive role of credit with examples.
Answer:
Credit plays a vital and positive role in the following ways:
• It helps people from all walks of life in setting up their business, increase their income and provide support to their
family needs.
• It makes it possible for the people to own or construct their own house and get relief from monthly rent.
• People often avail themselves of credit to purchase luxury items like vehicles, A.Cs, etc., which further raises their
standard of living.
• It enables us to invest in human resource. People take credit for education, training, etc. which allows enrichment of
human resource.
• For example, Salim availed credit facility to meet the working capital needs of production. It helped him to meet the

CH- GLOBALISATION AND THE INDIAN ECONOMY
Q. Explain any three advantages of globalization. (2011 OD)
Answer:
Globalization means integrating the economy of the country with the world economy.
• Under this process, goods and services along with capital, resources and technology can move freely from one nation to
another.
• It has increased the movement of people between countries. People usually move from one country to another in search
of better income, better jobs or better education. Earlier the movement of people between countries was less due to
various restrictions.

• Rapid improvement in technology has been one major factor that has stimulated the globalization
process. For instance, advancement in transportation technology has made much faster delivery of goods across long
distances possible at lower costs. Container services have led to huge reduction in port handling costs. The cost of air
transport has fallen which has enabled much greater volumes of goods being transported by airlines.
• Developments in information and communication technology (IT in short) has brought a revolution in
telecommunications. It has made e-banking, e-commerce, e-leaming, e-mail and e-governance a reality.

• Globalization has resulted in greater competition among producers and has been of advantage to consumers, particularly
the well-off section. Rich people now enjoy improved quality and lower prices for several products.

Q.How do Multinational Companies manage to keep the cost of production of their goods low? Explain with examples. (2013
D)
Or
Explain the conditions that determine MNCs setting up production in other countries? (2011 D)
Answer:
• MNCs set up offices and factories for production in regions where they can get cheap labour and other resources. Example,
Countries like China, Bangladesh and India. They also provide with the advantage of cheap manufacturing locations.
• MNCs also need close-by markets for their manufacturing goods. Mexico and Eastern Europe are useful for their closeness
to the markets in the US and Europe.
• Besides these, MNCs also require skilled engineers and IT personnel and a large number of English speaking people who are
able to provide customer care services (India possibly tops in this area).
• All these factors help MNCs in saving costs of production by 50-60%.
Q.Define the term liberalization. Explain the reasons why the Indian Government started the policy of liberalization in 1991.
Answer:
Removing barriers or restrictions set by the government on foreign trade and foreign investment is what is known as
liberalization. The Indian Government removed these barriers because:
• Liberalization of trade and investment policies allows Indian producers to compete with producers around the globe leading
to an improvement in performance and quality of products.
• After the barriers on foreign trade and foreign investment were removed to a large extent, goods could be imported and
exported easily and also foreign companies could set up factories and offices in India. This has led to an increase in trade
with different countries.
• Businesses are allowed to make decisions freely about what they wish to import or export due to the liberal policies of the
government.
• Doors of investment opened up for MNCs. They have been investing large sums of money in India and have been seeking to

Q.What is globalization? Explain with three examples how top Indian companies have benefitted from globalization. (2011
OD)
Answer:
Globalization is the process of rapid integration or interconnection among countries. It is the integration between
countries through foreign trade and foreign investments by multinational corporations. It means the coming together of
various economies of the world to form a global economy.
The top Indian companies have benefitted from the increased competition and globalization.
• They have invested in new technology and production methods and raised their production standards.
• Some have gained from successful collaborations with foreign companies.
• Moreover, globalization has enabled some large Indian companies to emerge as multinationals themselves. For
example, Tata Motors, Infosys, Ranbaxy, Asian Paints, Sundaram Fasteners etc.
Q. How has improvement in technology stimulated the globalization process? Explain with five examples. (2013 OD, 2012
D)
Answer:
Improvements in technology have helped in globalization in the following ways:
• Rapid improvement in technology has contributed greatly towards globalization. Advanced technology in transport
systems has helped in the delivery of goods faster across long distances at lower costs.
• Development in information and communication technology has also helped a great deal. Telecommunication
facilities—telegraph, telephone (including mobile phones), fax are now used to contact one another quickly around
the world, access information instantly and communicate from remote areas. Teleconferences help in saving frequent
long trips across the globe.
• Information technology has also played an important role in spreading out production of services across countries.
Orders are placed through internet, designing is done on computers, even payment for designing and printing can be
arranged through internet. Internet also allows us to send instant electronic mail (e-mail) and talk (face-to-face) across
the world at negligible cost.
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